Transformer service training
Expert training customized to meet your needs

Maintaining a skilled and knowledgeable workforce is becoming increasingly important for customers managing an aging asset base. Who is training the next generation of skilled workers? ABB Transformer Service training courses can give you the skills and technical expertise needed to help you meet your reliability and performance goals.

ABB Transformer Service offers a customizable, flexible training program to fit your particular needs. Our training programs are available:

- At your office or a nearby conference facility
- At one of our key feeder factories from which you currently source
- Via webinar
- At an ABB office

Since our program is customizable, we can address any duration, class room size and intensity of training content. Both options of webinar and on-site training help avoid costly travel expenses that tend to prohibit training – so let us bring the classroom to you.

If travel is an option, we can host you at any of our factory locations and merge the training with factory tours showing the various stages of transformer assembly. Additionally, attendees will have access to ABB specialists and meet the team behind the scenes that enable our products.

ABB Transformer Service can offer the highest quality training. ABB is the largest manufacturer of transformers in the world and is the OEM for a large portion of the installed base (Westinghouse, GE large power, Moloney, Asea, BBC, EB/National Industri, Stromberg). Furthermore, ABB has a large staff of very experienced transformer design and service test engineers; supported by ABB global subject matter experts.

The training programs are developed for operators, engineers, and technicians to become proficient in the application, installation, operation, maintenance, testing and commissioning of all types of transformers.

Training programs cover:

- Transformer design basics
- How a transformer is manufactured
- Transformer testing (methods and hands-on training)
- Installation and commissioning of transformers
- Transformer maintenance
- Transformer life extension

Training courses include a hard copy of the “TRES Service Handbook for Transformers” and supporting course material in printed and digital format.
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